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Summer 2021 COVID-19 Information Page – Safely back to in-person camp! 

Last summer Camp Twelve Trails 2020 made the difficult decision to cancel our in-person Camp due to COVID-19. With a 

full year to plan, prepare and continuously monitor the health situation, we are confident that in summer 2021 we can 

welcome our campers back to the Campgrounds. With comprehensive health and safety measures and the support of 

our families and staff, we can’t wait to make the 2021 return to Camp Twelve Trails a big success! We wish to thank our 

camp community for taking the time to respond thoroughly to our health and safety survey, which was key in making 

the determinations presented in this document. 

Below is an itemized list of many of the measures that we anticipate will be in place this summer in order to keep our 

campers, our staff, and their families, healthy and safe all summer long.  

*Please note that this list might change throughout the year as the state of the virus evolves and we continue to 

receive guidance from the New York State Department of Health (“NYS DOH”), the CDC, and the American Camp 

Association. The NYS DOH, which grants Camp’s permit to operate, will have the final say on all safety protocols and 

permissions to operate for summer 2021 and beyond.  

Health Screenings – All campers and staff will participate in daily health screenings which will include temperature 

checks and standard questionnaires regarding potential risks and exposures.    

Camp Medical Staff – As in previous summers, Camp Twelve Trails will employ two Registered Nurses who will be 

onsite each day. Camp will also add a third RN on the first day of each new session and additional days where we feel it 

may be required. 

Staff Training – As is always the case, Camp Twelve Trails has the strongest commitment to training our staff. We 

routinely devote well over 50 hours of training in the lead up to camp, including individual online training and full day 

trainings on the campgrounds.  In addition to the regular training curriculum that we employ, camp staff will be trained 

on all COVID-19 related safety and prevention protocol for this summer and we will add any additional training modules 

required or recommended to us by the DOH, CDC, and the American Camp Association, as an officially accredited camp.  

COVID Testing – At this time we have not made a final decision on a COVID-19 testing and immunization policy for 

summer 2021. We are continuing to research this topic and will update families as we get closer to the summer. Some 

considerations include requiring a negative test prior to the start of your child’s camp session, as well as in camp testing 

on a regular basis.   

Cleaning and Disinfecting – Camp will hire additional facilities staff this summer to manage the growing need to clean 

and disinfect all common areas and shared equipment around camp. All shared equipment will be disinfected after each 

use, and each camper group will have its own allotment of small supplies such as art supplies, cards, board games, etc. 

In addition, more handwashing stations will be added throughout camp. 

COVID Positive Case Response – As you are aware from school protocols, rules around positive case response 

continue to evolve. NYS DOH and CDC will determine who will have to quarantine and for how long in the event of a 

positive test, and that information will be provided prior to the start of camp. In any case, where a mandatory 

quarantine is required, parents will be refunded or credited for missed camp time. 
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Campgrounds Capacity – In order to safely distance camper groups in our shelter and program spaces, the overall 

capacity of camp will be reduced, limiting camp’s enrollment availability. In our attempt to accommodate as many 

campers as we can without compromising camper and staff health and safety, we have done our best to think creatively 

about how to best repurpose our existing campground space. Should our currently reduced campground capacity 

change based on the progression of COVID-19’s safety and health protocols, we will immediately inform our camp 

community.  

Session Length and Camper Grouping – In order to create more consistency of camper and staff groups and reduce 

their ongoing exposure to new members, for summer 2021, Camp Twelve Trails will implement a “cohort-based” 

grouping system that will operate in fixed blocks of two weeks. This means that enrollment will consist of 4 sessions, 

Session One being weeks 1 & 2, Session Two encompassing weeks 3 & 4, Session Three being weeks 5 & 6, and Session 

Four encompassing weeks 7 & 8.  

Pioneer Campers (rising K-2nd graders) will be assigned to a group at the start of their summer and that group will not 

change for the entire session. Depending on camper enrollment between sessions, we will also try to maintain group 

consistency as much as we can throughout the entire camp experience. 

Trailblazer campers (rising 3rd-6th graders) will remain in the same groups as long as they remain in the same 

neighborhood. If they choose to switch neighborhoods between sessions, their group will also change. Please note that 

mid-session changes will not be allowed. 

Transportation – Busing to and from camp will continue as in previous summers but with reduced capacities on each 

of our camp buses. The final capacities will be dictated by Department of Health and CDC Guidelines closer to the 

summer. All campers and staff will be required to wear masks while traveling to and from camp. In addition, as a special 

COVID-19 measure, the option to drop off and pick up at camp will be made available to families who prefer not to take 

the bus. Families who opt into this will have a $150 reduction on each 2-week Session cost. This option will be limited 

and is available to select at the time of registration. 

General Programming – All programming will take place at safe distances and with the proper protocol in place. 

Groups will not mix with other groups during program times and consideration will be made for the pathways campers 

take to and from each program.  It is possible that swim times for instructional and recreational swim will be combined 

to reduce locker room and changing times, and to maximize camper time in the pool. Some activities may not be able to 

take place this summer due to certain restrictions, but other appropriate activities will take their place and campers will 

continue to have just as much fun as in previous summers. 

Trips out of Camp – Currently, we are not planning any outside trips in summer 2021, including for our Teen 

Adventures program. Teens will remain on our campgrounds and will enjoy Teen programming each day.   

Inclement Weather – It is not our intention to cancel camp in the event of inclement weather. While this summer we 

will have a reduction in our camp capacity (see “Campgrounds Capacity”), in the event of extended inclement weather, 

we still might make the determination to take select groups to a nearby indoor location that will provide us with more 

room to safely run programming. These locations include the New City Jewish Center, and the Shames JCC on the 

Hudson, both of which have been successfully used on rainy days in the past.  

Visitor Policy – There will be no visitors at camp in summer 2021, including parent visitors or outside visiting groups. 

Unfortunately, this means that there will be no family nights this summer.  

 


